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Snotty. Offensive. Straightforward.  

 

That’s how it sounds, when JUICY ROADKILL enters the stage with rage in their stomach and 

love in their hearts, to provide a stunning punk rock show. With their lyrics they rub salt into 

the wounds of society, while musically expanding punk with new facets. Instead of yearning 

for the good old times, the music of the four friends is brought alive by fresh ideas, 

courageous alterations and innovative interludes. Rather than being overwhelmed by the 

world, they push it forward with their punchy sound. Vibrantly, filthy and provocatively they 

fire up the crowd. 

 

2013.  

 

Is the year, in which the lead singer Lisa and her brother and drummer Johnny establish the 

band project. Through her intense, succinct and charismatic voice and a wild performance 

on stage, Lisa transports her extraverted and energetic attitude to the outside. Johnny 

thrashes the drums passionately, using his entire body and forms the punky rhythmic 

foundation together with Dans groovy bass lines. Lead-guitarist Daniel masters his 

instrument soulfully and precisely. With melodic solos and ambitious riffs he completes the 

sound of JUICY ROADKILL. 

 

Self-determined and autonomous. 

 

JUICY ROADKILL take their matter into their own hands. All of their songs are self-composed, 

combining the ideas and passion of all band members. They have been performing live on 

stage since 2015 and have performed over 60 shows, some of which they planned and 

organized themselves. The band released their debut album in the summer of 2022 and can 

look back on a successful release tour. After founding their own label, the single VIOLENCE 

with another self-produced music video was released at the beginning of 2023. After a 

successful summer of festivals, the second single WORK is now ready to be dropped. 
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